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Introduction. The present paper is concerned with the function-theoretic

properties and the local existence of solutions for a system of semi-linear first

order partial differential equations in a complex-valued unknown function de-
fined on a domain G (connected open set) in Cn (n^2). The system of semi-

linear equations is as follows:

(0) 5,w=/A*,«0, 7=1,2, -,11,

where 5y=(l/2) (QldXj+iQ/dyj), Zj=Xj+iyj and z=(xl9 *2, •••, sJeC". When
we rewrite this system of equations by the real form, then we obtain

where zϋ=ujriv andfj=pj-\-iqj.

When Eq (0) is -β-linear, that is, /y is in the form ajWJrβjW-\-rγj for all
7, we call it the Vekua equation and those functions satisfying this equation the

Vekua functions (named after I.N. Vekua, who constructed the theory of the

above functions of one variable).
Among the various studies of Vekua functions of one variable, boundary

value problems are still taken up by many Russian mathematicians. The effec-
tive instruments for studying the Vekua functions of one variable are composed

of three means: (a) the Cauchy-Green formula for smooth functions on the

closure of open set with smooth boundary, (b) the Fredholm integral equation

(with the Cauchy kernel) of the second kind, and (c) the representation theorem
of Vekua functions. From all of them the similarity principle is derived, which

plays an essential role in the theory of Vekua functions.
On the contrary, when we are interested in the generalization of one vari-

able to several variables like Eq (0), the questions arise: (1) Do the solutions

of Eq (0) have the similar properties to analytic functions (of several variables) ?
(2) Is the representation theorem of solutions valid? (3) does the existence
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theorem of solutions hold ?

In the case of several variables, the integral formula for the smooth func-
tions in a closed domain with smooth boundary is, in general, dependent on the

shape of the domain (see [8], [9]). In addition, since Eq (0) is overdetermined,

one must consider the compatibility conditions which its solutions must satisfy.
Therefore it seems to be difficult to solve the questions stated above.

The article [11] is probably the first to the knowledge of the present author,

which showed the existence of local solutions of the homogeneous Vekua equa-

tion of several variables and the local validity of the similarity principle of Vekua

functions of several variables, under some integrability conditions in such a way
that the set of zeroes of any nontrivial Vekua function is an (n—l)-dimensional

complex manifold of Cn (if it is non void). Since then many Russian mathe-

maticians have investigated the Vekua functions of several variables ([5], [7],

[11], [14], [15], [16], [19], [20]). W. Tuschke [20] treated the function-theoretic

properties of those functions satisfying certain differential inequalities. The

solutions of quasi-homogeneous Eq (0) with infinite (continuous) differentiability

fulfill the differential inequalities; when our equations are of class C2, the solu-

tions do not always satisfy the inequalities; the twice differentiability is sufficient

to develop our arguments. Above all the process of obtaining the result is in-

trinsically different from that of Tuschke's.

The method of obtaining several function-theoretic properties similar to

holomorphic functions of several variables, together with the local existence of

solutions to the quasi-homogeneous Eq(0) is that, under certain assumptions,

Eq(0) can be reduced either to the normal total differential equation in all var-

iables or to the following system of equations: the 5-semi-linear equation in one

variable and the normal total differential equation in the remainder of variables.

We obtain some properties similar to holomorphic functions of several var-

iables, for example, that the set of zeroes is an analytic set of G, and that if a

solution vanishes on an open subset of G, it vanishes on G. We also obtain the

representation theorem of solutions under adequate conditions. Moreover we

obtain the local existence theorem and hence the local similarity principle for

the family of all holomorphic functions whose element is expressed by the com-

position of φ and h, where φ is an arbitrary holomorphic function in a var-

iable and h is the fixed holomorphic function in several variables.

In Section 1 we shall state the complex Frobenius theorem and a theorem
of Sommer, of which we make full use throughout this paper, together with the

prelimilaries and notation.
In Section 2, by the standard technique we shall discuss the identity theorem

and the property of the zeroes.
In Section 3 we shall consider the family of all the additional first order

partial differential equations to Eq(0) and the subfamily F0 composed of those
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equations which have the first order terms arising from the vector fields of (1, 0)-

type. We, in addition, treat the set <S of vector fields of (1, 0)-type which cor-
responds to FQ. <S depends in general on each solution of Eq(0). Under the

assumption that the rank of S is constant on an open set, we shall deal with

the special holomorphic change of variables, which will play an essential role in
the present paper.

In Section 4, from the special holomorphic change of variables obtained in

Section 3 we shall derive several function-theoretic properties of solutions to

Eq(0) similar to holomorphic functions. Furthermore, by reducing Eq(0) to the

Vekua equation of one variable we shall prove the existence of holomorphic

function similar to each given solution (the representation theorem).
In Section 5 we shall deal with the integrability conditions of quasi-homo-

geneous Eq(0) on the assumption that the special holomorphic change of var-

iables considered in Section 3 does not depend on the solutions.
In the final section we shall treat the local solvability of quasi-homogeneous

Eq(0), the validity of the local similarity principle, and the theorem of Montel
type.

1. Preliminaries and notation

Our system of first order semi-linear partial differential equations in the

present paper is related to the Nirenberg's work [17] and Sommer's one [18].

Therefore we intend to explain the complex Frobenius theorem. For brevity,

all functions appeared in this paper are complex valued ones infinitely differen-

tίable on their domains of definitions and when no confusion is likely we shall

use the word *'smooth" for *'infinitely differentiable". Let us now consider a

system of complex smooth vector fields Pk(x), x=(xl9 x2, •••, xd), &—1, 2, •••, m,
defined on an open set U in Rd, i.e.,

where a] are smooth on U.

Let S be the system of vectors generated by P1, P2, ,Pm over C°°(C7) (i.e.,

each element of ί? is written in the form ΣjP-i βj P*> where βj is smooth on U,

j=l, 2, •••, m)y and let & be the system of vector fields generated by P1, P2, •••,

P"1, P1, P2, — ,P* over C~(U). Here Pj denote the vector fields whose coef-
ficients are the complex conjugations of coefficients of PJ. We assume that the

rank of 9?, i.e., the one of the matrix (oή(x)} is constant m and the rank of 3? is

constant m-\-r on [/, where necessarily r^Min(m_, d—m).

Theorem 1.1 (Nirenberg's complex Frobenius theorem [17]). The follow-
ing statements are equivalent to each other.
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The commutator of any two elements in 3? belongs to 3?, and
(*)

( the commutator of any two elements in 3? belongs to 3*.

There exist new local coordinates y = (yι,y2, '">y<i) for Rd

such that 3? is equivalent to the system of vector fields generated

by

(**) •) 8/8|,,/=l,2,. ,r.

and dldyk,k = 2r+ί,2r+2, ,m,

where ξj = yj+iyr+i , and

8/8f, = (1/2) (8/8y,+i8/8y,+,)

Now we shall make a comment on Theorem 1.1 from viewpoint of the

complex structure. (In what follows, unless stated otherwise, we shall agree
on the index ranges l^j, k^n.)

Let d be 2n. For arbitrary point x^ U we think of the real tangent space
TX(U) (=TX) to U at x. Tx is spanned by Qjxl9 — , 9/9#2n. Let J* be the
canonical complex structure of Tx, that is, an automorphism of Tx such that

7ϊ(8/8*y) = QIQXn+j , 72(8/8*.+,) = -8/8*, .

Now we consider the product tangent space VX=TXX Tx and introduce the
two complex structures Jx and Jx on Vx\ for (vί9 v2)^Vx

Then we denote by CTX and V% the real vector spaces Vx equipped with the
complex structures Jx and /ϊ, respectively. The system of vector fields iP in
Theorem 1.1 is a mapping which assigns to every point #e U an m-dimensional
subspace of C Tx. Of course there is a complex structure Jx of Tx other than Jx.
If we write Wx for the Vx equipped with the complex structure Jx which is
defined by Jί(vl9 v2)=(J'x vί9J'x v2) for (vlίv2)^Vx, then Vc

x and Wx are, in
general, different complex vector spaces over the same real vector space Vx.
Therefore it follows that the change of variables x-+y in Theorem 1.1 gives us
no information about complex structures.

From now on, we shall think of a special case, i.e. d=2n, r=m. In this

case we have m^n and .ίPΓlS^O. Let Cn denote the vector space R2n equip-

ped with the canonical complex structure /: /(#/)=#„+/, J(xn+i) — ~χj And
putting Zj=Xj-{-ixΛ+j, we consider the canonical coordinates %=(zl9 •••,#„) as a

system of complex coordinates on C". Introducing 9/9#y=(l/2) (dldXj—idlQxΛ+j)>
QlQZj=(l/2) (d/dXj+idldXn+j), we denote them by 9y and J9y, respectively. Then
{9y, 5y} is the canonical base for CTX. And any vector field P on C/, P(x)=
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Σy-i <Xj(x) d/dxj, in terms of the canonical coordinates and base is written in the
complex form

By P(z) we denote the vector field Σ γy dj+/5j 5y.
Let the system of vector fields 3? in Theorem 1.1 be given by the complex

form mentioned above. Let us consider the following system of equations in

an unknown function u defined on U: for

(1.0)

Then, by Theorem 1.1 we have the complex coordinates ξ such that the system
of equations (1.0) is transformed into the system of equations

(8/8L)«> = **(&«), l^k^m.

As is seen from the mentioned above, the transformation z-*ξ is not always
holomorphic. We have the following theorem connected with this, of which we
shall avail ourselves later.

Theorem 1.2 (Sommer [18]). Assume that the system & is constructed by

smooth vector fields of type (0,1) and rankίP— m on U. The condition (*) on the
system 3? in the previous theorem is necessary and sufficient for the existence of new

local complex coordinates ξ=(ξί9 •••,?») such that 3? is equivalent to the system of
vector fields generated by

9/3|λ, λ=l,2, -,m.

In this case the transformation z-*ξ can be chosen so as to be holomorphic.

Proof. It is sufficient to show the second half of the theorem. Through
each point #° in U there exists locally a real 2m-dimensional submanifold σ
of £7° (=U(zϋ))y a neighborhood of #° in £7, because the system of vector fields
SI generated by

Re Pk = JL (P*+P) , Im Pk = -1 (P*-P) ,
2 2ί

k=l, ••', m, is the system of real vector fields and satisfies the conditions of the
(real) Frobenius theorem. Each element of Si is tangent to σ at every point of
<r. The real rank of Si on £7° is 2m and the complex one of 3? is m. Therefore
we can see that σ is an w-dimensional complex submanifold of U° (see [18]). Let
3** be the system of smooth (0, l)-forms dual to 3* at each point in Z7° such that
^* is generated by P*1, — , P*(»-»<> over C~(t7°). The system 5>* is equivalent

to the one of smooth (0, l)-forms generated by dhm+j,j=l,2, •••, n— m over
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C°°(C/0), where hm+J are holomorphic functions and functionally independent in

C/°. If the (n—m)x(n—m) matrix (dhm+jldzk)y l^j^n—m, l^k^n—my is

non-singular on C7°, we may consider the biholomorphic mapping on C7° (restrict-
ed further if necessary)

{ ξj = hm+j > J ' = 1> 2, •••, n— m ,

ξn-m+k = Zn-m+k > Λ = 1, 2, — , W ,

then we obtain the desired transformation. Q.E.D.

Let us consider the following Λ-semi-linear but not C-semi-linear system

of first order partial differential equations:

(1.1) ffy U+A(*) 5y U = Bj(Z, U) .

Here A is an mXm matrix entries of which are smooth on an open subset of

G in Cn, and Bj are smooth w-column vectors on an open subset Gx U of CnX
Cm, and u is unknown w-column vector.

We shall assume that for every point (#,#) in Gx U

(1.2) det(£-^)=f=0.

Now, by thinking of the transformation u=w— Aw, we can reduce Eq (1.1) to

the C-semi-linear system of equations of the following type

(1.3) 5yw=/χ*,«0.

Thus we verify that the problem of solving Eq (1.1) is reduced to the one of

solving Eq (1.3). The present author treated the special type of Eq (1.1) ([13]).

Eq (1.3) is completely integrable in GxW (that is, for each (#°, w°) e G X W

there is a local solution whose graph passes through (#°, zσ°)), if and only if:

in GxW

(1.4) Sμ/jf-ffλ/i+ΣΓ-iίθί/iO/ίl-ίθί/rt/ί = 0

(1.5) 5̂  = 0,

where d's=Q/dws, ϋ's= 9/9w7s, and/{ are^-th component of vector /λ (see [20]).
It should be observed that the condition (1.5) means all/{ are holomorphic

in «?!, w2, •••, wm. If Eq (1.3) is not completely integrable on Gx W, when does
there exist a (local) solution? And assuming the existence of global solutions

to Eq (1.3), what sort of properties do they possess? Let us consider the simple

case where Eq (1.3) with m=l is an Λ-linear system defined on an open subset

G in C* (rc^l), that is,

(1.6) <5y to = aj
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Then, we verify immediately that conditions (1.4), (1.5) are equivalent to the
following: for n^.2

r^α,-ay^ = o, 4, = o,
\dk Cj-dj ck+<Zj ck-ak cy = 0

Here if G is pseudoconvex and condition (1.7) holds in G, then we can
change Eq (1.6) into the inhomogeneous Cauchy-Riemann equation ([9]).

Therefore it follows easily that the general solutions of Eq (1.6) (C-linear) are
given by the form

(1.8) fθ(*) = φ(*) exp(ω)+w0(*) ,

where φ is holomorphic on G, ω satisfies 3ω=α(=Σ aj dZj) and WQ is a particular
solution of Eq (1.6). From (1.8) we are able to recognize that, in the C-linear

case, the solutions preserve many properties of analytic functions for one or sever-

al complex variables.

Let G be an open set in Cn and let C°°(G) denote the space of smooth

complex-valued functions on G. We denote by C™pιq}(G} the space of infinitely

differentiable differential forms of type (p, q) on G, and in what follows we shall

call each element of C(J.9)(G) a smooth (/^-differential form on G. The opera-

tion of conjugation maps C(

CJ>9)(G) to C(~tί)(G), the form τ d%j/\dzκ being taken
to τ*dzj/\dzκy where the coefficient r is smooth, dzj=dzJl/\ /\d%jpj dzκ=dzkl

/\ f\dzkq and where the following notations are used: J=(jι, m ,jp) and K=
(ki, u ,kq) are multi-indices of integers l^jλjjμ^n. We denote by 3 and 3 the

exterior differentiations

Σ 9y dsίj , and Σ ^y dz; , respectively.

Let us now consider the mapping v of C°°(G) to C(

0S)ι)(G):

ιό -> cizϋ— /(jar, ID)

, 10) in C(°S fi)(GxC). Then we see the inverse images of zeroes are the

set of all solutions to Eq (1.3) with m=l. Since Eq (1.3) is in general over-
determined system, the compatibility conditions on / are necessary for the

existences of solutions. To the end of finding those conditions we shall avail

ourselves of the calculus of differential forms on Cn. If g(ss, w) is a smooth

(py ?)-form with respect to # on GxCm, the operation Q2 or 8Z on g(z, w) stands
for the exterior differentiation with respect to # (when thinking of 10 as the

independent variables). When w depends smoothly on #, then the operation 3

or 3 on g(z, w) can be written by the following formulas:

Sg(z,w(z))=δ2g+(-iγ+qΣZ=ι(g*Λδwλ+gΰ/\δWλ), where δ denotes 3 or

3, and where gw and g^ denote the following (p, q) -forms:
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Λ

gu = Σ' -z-gu dzdu

where Σ' means that the summation is performed only over strictly increasing

multi-indices and u=wλί wλ, X=l, 2, •••, m.
We shall be able to define the formal exterior product of (py ^)-form a and

9 (or 9), i.e. αΛ9 (or αΛ9), by a/\dw (or a/\fiw) for any smooth function w on

G. Thus we are in a position to state the following identification of the formal

exterior product A with the system of vector fields B on G.

A B

formal exterior product system of vector fields on G

b=^bj dZj l^j, k, s, t^n\j<ky s<t

8(S) _ {8y> ({9,})
6Λ9 (6ΛΘ) {*„} , Xjk = iy 9*-&* 8,

96Λ6Λ9

[6Λ9,6Λ9]

Here [6Λ9, b/\d] means 6Λ96Λ9— 6Λ96Λ9, and [ , ] the commutator.

2. Properties of the solutions I: the zero sets

In the previous section we considered the complete integrability conditions

of Eq (1.3). However, the pseudoanalytic functions introduced by Bers [3]

and Vekua functions ([21]) are surely the functions satisfying Eq (1.6) which

is not always completely integrable, that is, bj does not always identically vanish

(j=l only, i.e. w— 1).

We shall deal with the following equation

(2.1) jfe =/(*,«),
(/(#, 0) = 0 , everywhere in G.

Eq (2.1) is said to be quasi-homogeneous in GxC.

Let w be a nontrivial smooth solution of Eq (2.1) defined on a domain

ΩcG. Unless stated otherwise, the solutions of differential equations dealt
with from now on means smooth ones.

We define the set Λf= {#eΩ: w(z)=Q} , and then N is relatively closed in

Ω. We have the

Theorem 2.1 (Identity theorem). If N has an interior pointy v)(z) vanishes
identically on Ω.

Proof. Let a point a belong to the interior of N. Then we have an open
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ball B=B(a\r) (about a with radius r>0)c7V. We fix an arbitrarily chosen
complex line Λ=A(c) through a: for a unit vector

Define Δ(c)= {λeC; z=a+\c^Ω,Γ} Λ} . If we put v(\)=w(a+\c), Eq. (2.1)
turns out to be an equation of the following type with respect to λGΔ(^)

(2.2) (8/9X) v = A(λ, v) ,

where A(λ, 0)=0 everywhere in Δ(^). Since zo=0 on B, by applying the identity
theorem of Vekua functions of one variable ([4], [21]), the v vanishes on the con-
nected component T(c) of Δ(c) containing the origin in the λ-plane. This fact
is valid for every c. For any point δeίl we can join it with a in Ω by a chain
of balls B19 •••, Bp such that B^ΠB^Q, l^k^p(B=B0). Let point b belong
to Bp. From J^C {#eCw; s=α+λc, λeΓ(c), ceC", |c|=l}, we see α>=0
everywhere in Bλ. By induction we obtain w=0 everywhere in Bp and hence
w(ft)=0. Q.E.D

Proposition 2.1. Γfe ί̂ Ω\ΛΓ is a domain.

Proof. It suffices to prove that Ω\N is connected. Take an open ball B
in Ω, If B\N is proven to be connected, then the rest of the proof follows the
same pattern as the proof of the above theorem.

For arbitrary points a, b in B\N we fix a complex line Λ joining them: z=
a-\-\c, c=(b — ά)l\b — a\. Let σ=B{~}A.Γ\N. If σ is nonvoid, by considering
Eq (2.2) on Δ(c), it is discrete (possibly after taking a suitable b' for b in a small
open ball with center b contained in B\N) and hence a and b can be joined with
a path in B Π Λ\N. Q.E.D.

We shall prove later (see Theorem 4.1 in Section 4) that under certain
conditions the set Λf is an analytic set of ίl.

3. Compatibility conditions

In this section we shall deal exclusively with Eq (1.3) in one unknown
function. We rewrite it.

where /eCΓo.DίGxC) and/—
As noted in Section 1, when Eq (3.1) is completely integrable GxC, rough-

ly speaking, we can reduce the problem to solve it to the ^-problem. There-
fore we shall treat the problem of solving Eq (3.1) under the following condition

9//3M7ΦO for all (*,«0)eGx£7.
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From now on we assume that there exists a nondegenerate smooth solution

w(z) defined on a domain ΓteG.
We have, by operating 5 on Eq (3.1), an additional system of equations

to which the w(z) is subject:

(3.2) [/jΛ3w = [8./+/Λ/s],

where [ ] means the substitution of solution w(%) for w. In other words, [*]
means the restriction of * to the graph Γ of w(z) on Ω. Consider furthermore

the exterior product of [/ ]̂ and (3.1). Then we have

(3.3) [/s]Λ3w = [-/Λ/s].

It follows from the assumption (H^) that the rank of [/JΛ3 in (3.2) is
n — 1 at each point in Ω, which obviously does not depend on solution w(z).

We are given another additional system of equations which we shall need.

Hereafter for economy of writing we shall omit [ ] or use the phrase "on Γ".

Consider

(3.4) P,

The right-hand side of (3.4) equals, by (3.2) and (3.1),

(3.5) 5(8,/+/Λ/i)-ΛΛ8/.

On the other hand, the right-hand side of (3.4) equals

(3.6) 5/wΛ8w.

We have, by making ue of (3.1) and (3.2), (3.5) is equivalent to

(d*fw+fΛfϊw)Λ3w+a(z,ιo(z)) on Ω,

where a(z, w) is the smooth (2, l)-form in 2 on GxC determined by the form

/ only (and hence a(z> w(z)) has no derivatives of zo(z)). In this section, by the

symbol a we shall denote smooth differential forms in % of various types (de-

fined on GxC) which depend on the form/ only. Therefore we obtain

(3.7) dfwΛdw-(dzf-w+f/\f^)/\dw = a .

REMARK 3.1. We have dfw=dzfw+fAfww—fw^ΛdW on Γ and hence dfw

contains the derivatives of w(z).

Let us consider the commutator

(3.8) [ΛΛ9,/5Λ3]=ΛΛ9/ i 5ΛS-/5Λ5ΛΛ8.

The system of vector fields of right-hand side of (3.8) have no derivatives of
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w(z). Ih fact we have

(3.9) (by the complex conjugation of (3.2))

= a .

On the other hand, from (3.2) and (3.3), we have

(3.10) =ΛΛ9(-/Λ/5)-/5Λ5(9,/+/ΛΛ)
= a .

From (3.8), (3.9) nad (3.10) we obtain an additional equation which w(%) must
satisfy:

(3.11) Λ Λ 9

From (3.1) and (3.11) it follows

(3.12) /5

Let us think of the set <5* of all the additional equations to which w(%) is
subject, and the set [S] of all the vector fields of type (1,0) which correspond to
each equation of type (1,0), i.e. Σ cίj 9y zυ=a, belonging to <5*. We denote by
Tg the complex tangent space of Ω at %. Then the C-vector space spanned by
[S] at #eΩ is a subspace of Tf . Denoting this subspace by [<S] (#), we define
the rank of [S] at point #eΩ by dim [<S](#). Then we see rank([<S])^τz— 1 at
each #€ΞΩ, because (H^ shows the rank of fw/\d (which belongs to [S]) is n — 1
on Ω. Assume dim[<5] (z°)=n for #°eΩ. Then we note that, for a neighbor-
hood ί/°(cΩ) of *°, rank([cS])=rc at every point of [7°. On the contrary, if
rank([<5]) — n— 1 at #°, it does not always follow that there is a neighborhood of z°
on which the rank of [<5] is n — 1.

Let us assume that rank([<5]) is constant near each point of Ω. Then we
needs to discuss the following two cases.

Case 1. rank([ςS])=w. For a suitable neighborhood U of each point of
Ω, [S] is generated by Q19 •••, dn over C°°(U) and hence the «;(£) satisfies on C7
the following normal total differential equations

Π 14.̂  ifa=δ(*,w),
( ' (fa =/(*,«,),

where ^(sr, w) is the smooth (1, 0)-form in z regarding w as parameter and de-
termined by equations (3.2) and (3.12). More precisely, if, for example, the
system of vector fields generated by fw/\dyf^,/\Qfw/\d over C°°(U) has rank n on
U (possibly after contracting it), this system is equivalent to the one generated
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by 3ι, •••, 9rt over C°°(U). Therefore the w(z) must fulfill Eq (3.14). As a matter

of fact, Eq (3.14) can have no solution other than w(z) on Ω unless the zero

satisfies Eq (3.14) (in other words, unless Eq (3.1) has the trivial solution). In

fact, we fix a point αeΩ and for any point ieΩ we join them with a smooth

curve 7 contained in Ω: z=z(t), O^ί^l, z(Q)=a, z(l)=b, and have a finite
covering C of γ in such a way that each element of C has the property stated

above. Then W(t), defined by w(z(t)), must satisfy the following ordinary dif-

ferential equation on γΠ U(U^C):

dWIdt = Σgj(*(t), W(t)) d*jldt+fj(x(t), W(t)) dzj/dt .

where the initial value at t' such that #(f')eγΠ U is W(t')=ιo(ζ), ζ=z(t').

Then, by the uniqueness of solution under the Lipschitz condition, w(b)
is determined uniquely.

REMARK 3.2. Assume that g(z, 0)=0 and /(#, 0)=0 everywhere in Ω.

Then the system of equations (3.14) has either the trivial solution or the one
with no zero on Ω.

Case 2. rank([<S])=w— 1. We keep in mind that rznk([fw/\d])=n— 1
on Ω, and hence for any point ZQ in Ω there exist a neighborhood £7° of it and
a smooth (0, 2)-form ω such that

(3.15)

Therefore it is seen from (3.8) that

(3.16) [ΛΛΘ

Next we shall show that the system of vector fields fw/\d is closed under

commutator operation, that is, a Lie algebra over C°°(U°).

Considering the exterior product of fu and (3.2), we have at each point in Ω

(3.17) /.Λ(9./+/Λ/5) = 0.

Denoting the smooth (3, 0)-form in % on GxC (regarding 10 as parameter)

fwA(dzf
JτfΛfw) by h(z, «;), we want to prove the following proposition.

Proposition 3.1.

(3.18) A» = 0, Aiϋ = 0 on Γ.

Proof. It suffices to show only that hw=0 on Γ. Assuming /^φO at a

point (#°, «>0) in Γ, we obtain that there are neighborhoods s°e [7°CΩ and

in the «j-ρlane such that hw Φθ on C7°χ F°. Then we have on ί7°X F°

(3.19) 9W /Vy/*/Φθ for a set of numbers /',/, kr ,
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where λ=Σ' hijk <fet Λ<fe/Λ<fe* (hijk is skew-symmetric with respect to any two
of (ijjfk). Σ' means that the summation is performed only all over strictly
increasing (i,j, K)}. From (3.17) it follows that

hi'j'k' — 0 f°r every point in Γ ,

and hence, that on Γ

(3.20) 8A,,yV = 9, hiΊ,k,+(dw h^,) dw+(d-w *,.,, v) / - 0 .

Thus we obtain from (3.20) the following equation

Quo = a(zy w) ,

which vo(z) satisfies on C7°. This contradicts rank([<S])=w— 1 on Γ. Q.E.D.

Since hw=fw/\dfw on Γ, we have by virtue of (3.18)

(3.21) ΛΛ8Λ = 0 on Γ.

It is readily seen that (3.21) is equivalent to syaing that the vector field
system fw/\d is closed under commutator operation on Γ. By means of (3.16),
(3.21) and Theorem 1.2 we are now in a position to state the

Proposition 3.2. The system of vector fields on Γ generated by fw/\d and
fύ/\d is closed under the commutator operation and hence in a neighborhood U°
of each point z° in Ω there exists an (n — \)-dimensional complex submanifold σ
through z° of U°.

By (//j) we may suppose that [dfJQzo) Φθ on ί/°. We see from Theorem
1.2 that the system of cotangent vector fields dual to the system of vector fields
generated by fw/\d is spanned by dh over C°°(?70), where h is holomorphic and

θλ/ΘSjΦO on U° (of course h depends on the &(%))• Therefore, since the
(1, 0)-form [/J is dual to [/JΛ9, we obtain

(3.22) [fu] = bdh,

where b is a smooth function defined on t/° and φO (ft also depends on w(g)).
(3.22) allows us to claim the

Proposition 3.3.

(3.23) 8,Λ+/ΛΛ5 = 0 on Γ.

Proof. Take any point #° of ίl. Then we have a neiborhood C7°, func-
tions h and b as stated above. From (3.22) we have fifw=()b/\dh, and so

on
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Then we have by (3.2) 'dfw/\dw=a on [7°. From this and (3.7) we obtain on UQ

Since rank([S])=n— 1, we must have on

for a smooth form β of degree 1 defined on Z7°. Since it is absurd, such β
cannot exist, which indicates (3.23) holds on Γ|^o and hence on Γ. Q.E.D.

REMARK 3.4. It seems likely from (3.23) that we must suppose

(3.24) 9*/+/Λ/«i is holomorphic in w on C for each z fixed in G.

If so and moreover if /is holomorphic in w on C, (3.24) is antiholomorphic in

w and hence depends only on z. Iff satisfies furthermore that/(#, 0)=0 every-
where in G, we have, by applying the Liouville theorem in the function-theory,

*w = 0 is equivalent to a,/+/Λ/w = 0

for any point (#,«?) in GxC.

Now we shall be interested in the special holomorphic change of variables
Φ: [7°->CM defined by

(3.25) _ ._
[ξj — Sj , j — 2, •••, n .

where A defines (3.22) on U°.

Restricting C7° further if necessary, we may consider Φ to be biholomorphic.
We introduce the notation as follows:

v = ιϋoφ~\ξ) , V = boφ-\ξ) ,

8|, θ^: the exterior differentiations in | and ξ

with ϋ as parameter.

(f), β) , cc'(ξ, v) = a(Φ-\ξ), v) .

Suppose we are given a table of systems of differential equations (B) into
which we transform several systems of additional equations (A) under the Φ
discussed above.
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A B

(i) (3.22) /; = b' dξ1 (or/ί = I' </&)\ / \ / J " ^ i \ J v 31/

(π) (3.1) V'v=f'(ξ,v) (3.26)

(iii) (3.2) b' rf&Λθ' v = d'ξf'+f'Λf'ϊ (3.27)

(iv) (3.12) fr dξ^ΰ'ψ'dξ1)/\Q'v = a' (3.28)

(v) (3.23) 9*/M-/'Λ/k = 0 (3.29)

(which is the complex conjugation of dςf'v+f'Λfvv).

Let us consider the graph 7 of ϋ(^) on Φ(f/°). From (i) we get

(3.30) 9/{/9c = δ', f^dξ1 = 0 on 7.

We may express (3.26) in the following form, to which we refer later on.

(3.31) dίv =f{(ξ,v), d' v/\dξl =fr/\dξ1 on 7.

From (3.27) we have on 7

(3.32) 6'9ίί; = 3ί/y-9,\ / y ••• ^ J J -

(3.33) (9^

4. Properties of the solutions II: The representation theorem

In the previous section we have established a series of compatibility condi-
tions in two cases where a certain system of vector fields has rank n—l or n
near each point under the existence of solutions to Eq (3.1), and knew the coef-
ficients of such vector fields in general depend on the solutions. This is the rea-
son why we must impose several hypotheses for existence of solutions of Eq (3.1).
We shall describe such hypotheses in the following section. In this section, we
will write some properties of solutions of Eq (3.1) by reducing it to an -β-linear
equation and availing ourselves of some results obtained in the previous section.
We shall treat the case that Eq (3.1) is quasi-homogeneous:

' (/(*, 0) = 0 everywhere in G.

REMARK 4.1. Let us assume that /(#, 0) does not vanish on G. If there
exists a smooth solution zΰ° of Eq (3.1) defined on a domain ΩcG, we have
the system of equations

(4.1)' Qw = /(*, m+vf)-f(z9 WΌ) .

Then we see Eq (4.1)' is quasi-homogeneous on ΩxC. Therefore if Eq (3.1)
has two smooth different solutions defined on Ω, it can be found that solutions
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of Eq (3.1) also have the same properties as solutions of Eq (4.1).

From now on we shall discuss only nontrivial solutions defined on
and follow the notation in Sections 2 and 3. By £F(O) we denote the set of all
the solutions of Eq (4.1) on Ω. By 2Ό(Ω) we denote £F(Ω)— {0}, where 0 indi-
cates the trivial solution.

We note (regarding w as parameter) that the (0,l)-form /(#, w) on GxC
to Eq (4.1) may be expressed in

(4.2) /(*, ιo) = ιϋ F,(z, ιo)+W F2(zy 10),

where jPλeC(^ιι)(GxC) (λ=l, 2) is the form in z with parameter w.
In this section we suppose F2ΦO on GxC.
Denoting by Γ the graph of the w(z) on Ω, we define α and b by Fλ \ Γ and

F21Γ, respectively. We have thus the following Λ-linear and homogeneous
differential equation

(4.3) ϋw = aw+bw.

Under the assumption that rank(<S|Γ) is constant near each point of Ω,
repeating the argument of the same pattern as in Section 3, we arrive at the
two cases: rank(<5|Γ)=/z or n—1 near each point of Ω. Let us remark that
rank(<5|Γ)=ft at a point implies rank(cS|Γ)—n near that point.

We shall see a simple propery in the first case rank(cS| Γ)=n.

Proposition 4.1. Assume «σe9Ό(Ω) and rank(<S\r)=n on Ω. Then w(z)
has no zero in Ω.

Proof. Eq (4.3) is Jβ-linear and homogeneous, and so is Eq (3.14). By
Remark 3.2 we obtain the result. Q.E.D.

As before we write the zeroes of z0e£F0(Ω) by N.

Proposition 4.2. Assume ΛΓΦO. Then for any z^N there exist a neigh-
borhood U of z such that on U

=
(4'4)

Proof. Fix #° of N. Then, by assumption for rank(cS|Γ) and Proposi-
tion 4.1, we can choose a neighborhood U° of #° such that rank(<5|Γ)=/z— 1
there. If we repeat the same discussion for Eq (4.3) as in the case rank(<S| Γ) =
n— I in Section 3, then we get (4.4), owing to Propositions 3.2 and 3.3. Q.E.D.

If «?^£F0(Ω) and Λ^ΦO, we can see from Proposition 4.2 that for a neighbor-
hood U° of each point #° of N we have a biholomorphic change of variables Φ
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onC/° such as (3.25). Choosing such a C7°, we fix Z7°. Then Φ transforms Eq

(4.3) into

(4.4.1) d'v = a' v+b' ϋdξ, .

Now we can take a polydisc D=Dl x D'Q c Φ( C/°) such that Φ( E7° Π Λ^ Π £> Φ
0, where Z>? is an open disc with the center ξl=h(zQ) in the ^-complex plane and

Z>'° is a polydisc in Cn~l with the center ξ'°=z'°, ξ'=(ξ» — , L), *'=(#2> — , #«)
(see (3.25)). From the fact that 9' α'=0 on Φ(C/°), we have a smooth function
ω on Φ(t/°) satisfying 9'ω=α'(restricting U° if necessary).

Then, by v=vλ exp ω, we transform (4.3.1) into

(4.4.2) d'v^^cdξ^

where c— b'°Φ~\ξ) exp(ω— ω).
Then we are in a position to state the following lemma on a neighborhood

of g ° =

Lemma 4.1. ^(£)=ψ(fι) W(f), ^A^^ ψ(?ι) w holomorphic in D\ and W(ξ)
is smooth and bounded azΰay from zero on D.

Proof. (4.4.2) shows v1 is holomorphic on D'Q for each fixed ξ^D\ and is

Vekua function in ξ^Dl for each fixed ξ'^D'°. Hence we can put c=φ/Ψ,
where φ, Ψ are smooth on D and holomorphic on D'Q for each fixed I^GΞZ)?.
Define p=(l/2) log (φ Ψ), where log means a branch. By considering v2 —
vl exρ(— p), Eq (4.4.2) is transformed into

(4.4.3) dv2 = {-(dlP) v2+\c\ v2} dξ1

where we omit " ' "for brevity.

We want to claim that \c\ and 9xp depends only on ξλ. To do this, operat-
ing 5 on the both side of (4.4.3), we have

(4.4.4) dv,Λdξl = -v2d logic I Λdξ1 .

By operating 3 on (4.4.3) we have, noting Qv2/\dξ1=Q on Z),

(4.4.5) ddv.Adξ, = -ϋ2d\c\

where β denotes the smooth (2,l)-form on D.
From (4.4.4) and (4.4.5) we have

(4.4.6) v2Q\c\ Adξ.Adξ, = V27 ,

where j denotes the smooth (l,2)-form on D. Let us assume <ϊ\c\ Λ^liΦO on
a neighborhood ΔcD. Then, for a number j (2^j^ri), dj\c\ Φθ on Δ From
(4.4.6),
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(4.4.7) (3ykl )*, = ?,«>,,

where γy denotes the coefficient of dξ1/\dξ1/\dξj in rγ. From (4.4.7) and
Eq (4.3.3), we obtain on Δ

(4.4.8) dv2 = v2S1+v2S2,

where δj, 82 are the smooth (1, 0)-form on Δ. The equations (4.4.3), (4.4.8) are
normal total differential equations. Hence, noting v2(ξ°) = Q and the nontriviality
of v2, we see from Theorem 2.1 d\c\ /\dξ1=^OonD. Similarly we have 3 1 c \ /\dξλ

=0 on D.

From (4.4.3), we have

(4.4.9) d1v2+(dlP)v2= kK.

Since v2 and p are holomorphic on D'° for each fixed ξ^Dl and \c\ depends
only on ξl9 we can see at once v2 depends only on ξλ and so does dλp.

Thus Eq (4.4.9) turns out the Vekua equation of one variable. From the
representation theorem for Vekua equation of one variable ([3], [4], [21]) we have
ϋ2= ψ.( 1̂) B(ξλ), where -ψ is holomorphic in Z)?, and B smooth and bounded away
from zero in D\. And hence v=^ψ* B exp(p+ω), which completes the proof.

Q.E.D.

Theorem 4.1. Assume w£Ξ3ϊ0(Ω) and -/VΦO. Then N is an analytic set

ofίί.

Proof. We note N is closed in Ω. Fix z°£ΞN. Then, using the same
notation as in the proof of Lemma 4.1, we have from this lemma

*>(ξ) = Ψ(f i) W(ξ) .

Therefore v(ξ) = Q is equivalent to ψ(?ι) = 0. Thus, by shrinking U° further if
necessary, it follows that the set of zeroes of i/r is finite and so

[7° = U {*e U°: h(z) = c such that ψ(c) = 0} ,

where the union is performed over the set of zeroes of ψ. Q.E.D.

Let Ω be a pseudoconvex domain in G. Then it is well-known that there
exists a smooth function v defined on Ω in such a way that dv=a on Ω ([9],
[10], [11]). If we transform Eq (4.3) by w=W exp(s ), we have

(4.5) dW=W exp(0—ϋ) b .

Proposition 4.3. W is 1 -holomorphic on Ω ([!]), that is}

(4.6) dWAQdW=Q on Ω.
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Proof. We can obtain the result by a direct computation. Q.E.D.

Since the second part of (4.4) is invariant under scalar multiplication, we

can locally change Eq (4.4), by the transformation Φ (which is derived under

the assumption b± Φθ), and change Eq (4.5) into the system of equations of type

(3.30), that is,

( ' J = 0, j=2,3, , f i .

From (4.7) we know that W depends holomorphically on ξ'~(ξ2y •••, £«) (see [1]

and [2] as for the g-holomorphic functions (0^q<n)).

For any (0, l)-form 0=Σ θj dzj9 \ θ \ denotes

Proposition 4.4. Assume that |/J ^L(%) on GxC for a smooth L(#) on G.

Let Ω<^G be a strictly pseudoconvex domain with C2 boundary. And if w^ΞF0 is

continuous on Ω, then Maximum Principle is valid for w(z) in the following sense:

θΩ | a>(*) \ ,

where K is a positive constant (^ 1) depending only on Ω.

Proof. Note that a=F1(z, w(z)), where

Hence, \a\^L'=supz(ΞΩ L(z)<oo on Ω. Since a satisfies 3α=0 on Ω by

Proposition 4.2, there exists a smooth function v continuous on Ω satisfying 8z;—

α on Ω and Maxz(=Q\v(z)\^K' supz€=Q\a(z)\ ^L' (see [8], [10]). The function
W7 defined by w exp(— v) is, by Proposition 4.3, 1-holomorρhic and so satisfies

Thus we obtain the result. Q.E.D.

REMARK 4.2. If fu is holomorphic in w on GxC, the condition |/J^

L(^) implies on account of Liouville theorem that fw never includes w. When

/ is -β-linear with respect to wy the condition is fulfilled.

Given two functions σ and r on a domain ΩdC"1. We say that σ and τ are

similar on Ω (see [4], [6]) if, for a bounded function p continuous on Ω and

bounded away from zero, σ=r p on Ω.

From now on, we shall use the same notation and terminology as in Lemma

4.1 and Theorem 4.1. We state the

Lemma 4.2. Let a?e£F0(Ω). Then 3y wjw is locally summable on Ω for all
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Proof. One may assume Λ/"Φ 0 and it suffices to see that 9y w/w is summable
on a neighborhood U° of z°^N. From Lemma 4.1 the summability of QjWJw

on U° is reduced to that of (dtyldξ^lψ on Φ([/°) under Φ on f/°. One may con-
sider Φ( U°)=D(=D°ί xD'Q). (dψldξj/ψ has the singularity of order one at each

point of h( U°nN). We remark h( U° Π N) is a finite set (see the proof of Theo-

rem 4.1). This shows that (d^ldξ^l^ is summable on D. Q.E.D.

We are now in a position to state the representation theorem for £F(Ω).

Theorem 4.2. Let ΩcG be a strictly pseudoconvex domain with C4 bounda-

ry. For bounded zϋ^3ϊ(Ω,) there exist a holomorphίc function τ on Ω and a Holder

continuous function p on Ω such that w is similar to τ on Ω.

Proof. It suffices to treat a>e£?Ό(ίl) Fix ^eSΌ(Ω). Let N be the set of
zeroes of w. We define the (0, l)-form^(^) on by

(4.8) ^)=j/(*'*>(*))M*) - "W.

Put Ll=supg^Q\w(z)\. We have |/ |^L2 |so| on Ω, where L2=Max(ZfoeQxZ
{ I F ^ Z y ξ)\ + \F2(z, ?)I}» Δ== {feC; I? | <ZJ. Hence, g(z) is summable on Ω.
We want to prove dg=Q in the sense of distributions. To do this, it suffices to

show d j g is summable on a neighborhood U° of any point #° of N. Fix

and C/°. From (4.8), at each point of U°\N

(4.9) Vjg = (l/w) {djf+@j w) d.f+(3j W) Q-w

-(l/w-K^tD)/.

From (4.2) 5y/(ar, 0)^0 on G and hence

is summable on Ω. Thus, Lemma 4.2 shows d j g is summable on U°.
We want to prove that, for ally, d j g exists on Ω in the sense of distributions.

However it suffices to prove the existence on U°. One may consider UQ to be a

polydίsc /)=/>! x xD,,. For a fixed z/

j^D/

j=D1x "XDj_1xDJ +1X" xDny

l<^j<^n, by />/*}) we denote fcj X ••• X {sy^} xDjX {zj+1} X ••• X {#M} . Let
φ be a smooth function with compact support cZλ Fix arJeDy such that

ί / ^9;φ ίFy exists, where ί/F"y is two dimensional volume element. For sim-
DJ(ZJ)

plicity, we write δ for DJ(ZJ). By the proof of Proposition 2.1, ΛΓn δ is finite set

{#!, •••,«/}. Let us think of the closed disc Δ^ with center ak and radius 8 such
that ΔΛcδ and Δ^ΠΔ^— 0 for^Φg', \^k,p,q^,l. Let Δ(£) be the set deleted
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all Δ* from δ and let 9Δ(£ ) be the boundary of Δ(£) contained in δ

I,

where we make use of the boundedness of g and the summability of djg on D.

Thus we obtain by the Fubini theorem

\ gdiφdV=\ιdV'i\
JD JDj J D j ( z j )

where dVj and dV mean (2n — 2)- and 2τz-dimensional volume elements respec-
tively. Hence, we see dg=Q on Ω in the sense of distributions and the (0, 1)-
forni£ is bounded on Ω. By applying Kerzman's theorem ([10]), we have an
α-Hϋlder continuous function u on Π (α<l/2) such that du=g. Putting φ =
w exp( — u), we can see φ is holomorphic on Ω, because w and u are continuous
on Ω. Q.E.D.

5. Integrability conditions and local solvability

In Section 3 we have found several compatibility conditions under As-
sumption (Hi) and rank([cS])=/z— 1. These conditions are the additional
equations other than Eq (3.1) which we must treat to solve (3.1). By a suit-
able change of variables we change Eq (3.1) and the additional equations into
the semi-linear 5-equation in one variable (see the first equation of (3.31)) and
the normal total differential equation in the remainder of variables (see the second
equation of (3.31) and (3.32)). From those we wish to find the integrability
conditions of Eq (3.1).

We suppose

(5.1) /£ does not depend on w on Gx C .

Hypothesis (5.1) indicates that the given (0,l)-form / is of the following
type,

(5.2) f(*,0)=g(*,
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where (i) g(z, w) is a (0, l)-form with respect to z^G, smooth in (z,
and holomorphic in w and (ii) b is a smooth (1, 0)-form in G and does not depend
on w.

Hypothesis (H^ shall mean, therefore, that

(fli) &ΦO on G.

We shall next think of the assumptions on b (see Proposition 3.2):

The system of vector fields 3? generated by 6Λ9 and b/\Q over C°°(G)
(H2) is a Lie algebra over C°°(G), that is, denoting by 3? the system of vector

fields spanned by 6Λ9 over C°°(G), & and 9? satisfy the condition (*)
in Theorem 1.1.

From (3.17) and (3.23) we have the hypotheses:

(#3) ΛΛ(3,/+/Λ/I,) = 0 everywhere in G x C .

(#4) 9 Jw+f/\ fww = 0 everywhere in G X C .

From now on, for brevity we assume that

(5.3) /(#, 0) — 0 everywhere in G .

From (5.2) the hypotheses (H3) and (/Z"4) can be written in the form, respectively:
for all (#, w) in GxC.

(5.4) b/\ idzg+g/\gw+(db+bAgw) w} = 0 ,

(5.5) dzgw+gΛgww+wb/\gww = 0 .

Noting that g is holomorphic in zϋ, we obtain from (5.4) and (5.5) that at every

(5.6)

(5.7)

(5.8)

(5.9)

Since (5.6) follows Hypothesis (H2), we see (5.6) becomes useless. The form£
has the property g(z, 0)=0 in G, and so if we recall Remark 3.4 and replace /
in the remark with g in (5.9)., it follows from (5.9) that

(5.10) dzg +g /\gw = 0 everywhere in G X C .

From this fact, (5.7) and (5.9) are replaced by (5.10) only.
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It is verified from (5.8) that there exists a smooth function λ(#, w) in Gx C
and holomorphic in zϋ such that λ(#, 0)=0 everywhere in G and

(5.11) Λ. = λ*.

Hence g has the expression of the following type

(5.12) £(*, 0) = λ(#,

where α is a smooth (1, 0)-form in G whcih contains no w.
Substituting (5.12) into (5.10), we obtain

(5.13) wdά+(3g\)Λb+\3b+(w\w-\) αΛδ — 0

everywhere in G X C .

In order to get the integrability conditions of Eq (3.1) we desire precise rela-
tions among λ, a and b. Since λ is smooth and holomorphic in w for each
fixed sreG, λ has a power series in w with coefficients in C°°(G),

(5.14) λ(*, 0) = Σ7-ι λ/#) ιo* ,

where the radius of convergence is oo for any % in G. Therefore we have, for
any #eG?

(5.15) 92λ = ΣΓ-i (3λy) ID* ((0, l)-form) ,

(5.16) w\w—\ = ΣΓ»ι (j— 1) λXar) «^ .

Substituting (5.14), (5.15) and (5.16) into (5.13), we obtain

+ΣΓ-2 5λyΛ6+λ^6+0'-l) λy a/\b}wj = 0 .

From this we obtain on G

(5.17) δΛaXi-Xi 9&-9α - 0 ,

(5.18) 6Λ8Xy-{86+(y-l)αΛft}Xy = 0, .7 = 2,3,-

We want to find the integrability conditions on the system of equations
discussed. To this end, a change of coordinates Φ determined by (H^ and (H2)
(see below) plays an essential role (see (3.25)). We will use Φ under the same
situation as in the case of (3.25) except that Φ is independent of any solution.
We intend to use the same notation as used in Section 3.

We substitute (5.12) into (5.2) and obtain

(5.19) 3tϋ
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Substituting the right-hand side of (5.19) into (3.2), we get by (5.13)

(5.20) b/\dw = w(-a/\b+db) .

From (/ΪΊ) and (H2), and by virtue of Theorem 1.2 we can state the fol-
lowing proposition.

Proposition 5.1. (H2), together with (H^t leads to

(5.21) b/\db = Q on G.

Proof. Note that rank(6Λ9)=rc— 1. The system of vector fields {Xjk}
(see Section 1) is a Lie algebra over C°°(G). Since it suffices to show (5.21)
locally, we fix a neighborhood U° such that έiΦO there. The system {Xjk,
Xj>k'} (see Section 1) is a Lie algebra over C°°(?70), and hence, owing to Theorem
1.2, we have functions h holomorphic on t/° (possibly after shrinking U) and b
smooth such that

(5.22) b = bdh,

where &ΦO and -^Φθ on C7°. Q.E.D.

From (5.17) and (5.21) we have at once

(5.23) 6Λ9α = 0 on G.

We shall fix t/° mentioned in the proof of Proposition 5.1 once and for
all, and find the integrability conditions on U° for the system of equations (5.19)
and (5.20). Using the h mentioned above, we consider the same change of
coordinates Φ on £7° as (3.25). We follow the notation in Section 3.

By Φ (5.19) and (5.20) are transformed into the following equations, re-
spectively (see also (3.26), (3.27)). Let us note the differential forms are in-
variant under holomorphic mappings.

Hereafter we shall also use the notation in Section 4. One may regard
Φ(C7°) as the polydisc Zλ=Z>?xZ>'°.

'v = va'+{\'(ξ, v)
( ' ) f f / f ' ' l o n Φ(C7°)χC.

Let us rewrite them as follows:

(5.25.1) 3{v = a{v+b'(\'+v) ,

(5.25.2) ^fvMξ1 = vάfAdξl9

(5.25.3) Q'vAdξl = v(a'-d' log b')/\dζl ,
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where log denotes a branch, 9', 5' denote 8'=Σ d/dξjdξj, 5'=Σ d/dξj dξj re-
spectively and the forms transformed by Φ are expressed by superscript " ' ".
However, for simplicity, hereafter we shall omit it.

Similarly we transform (5.17), (5.18) and (5.23) by Φ, respectively, and
modify those which are transformed into.

(5.26.1) 6(9^+^9 log b)Λdξl = -da ,

(5.26.2) {βXy+X/8 log b+(j-ί) a)} Mξ1 = 0 , j = 2, 3,

(5.26.3)

We see that the system of equations (5.25.2) and (5.25.3) is a normal total
differential equations in ξ'^D'° for each fixed ^eDf. Thus we can assert
that the complete integrability conditions of this system of equations on D/0χC,
for fixed &€=/>?, fulfill (5.26.3) and

(5.27) (9α+5α+93> log b)/\dξ1Λdξ1 = 0 .

Next, we are going to seek the compatibility conditions of the system of
(5.25.1), (5.25.2) and (5.25.3). (This system is the normal form). One will
find such conditions to contain the conditions (5.26.3) and (5.27).

From (5.24) and (5.25.3), after a lengthy computation we obtain

(5.28) -lv\υ(a-d log b)Mξ1Adξ1

= 0.

We require that (5.28) holds for all (ξ , v) in DxC. Then we have, by dif-
ferentiating with respect to 0,

= 0 on D

and hence

9 log |A |Λr f f 1 Λέ/S 1 = 0 on D,

which is equivalent to

(5.29) \b\ depends only on ξ^Dl .

Let us substitute (5.14) into (5.28) with (5.29). Then we have, after lengthy
computation, for all ( ξ ί v )
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v/\dξl

iθ log 5) ϋ

-Σ"-2 b[d\j+\j{(j-l) a-jd log b}] ϋΆίgi

= 0,

where the third term of the left-hand side is modified by using (5.29).
We require thus the following conditions.

(5.30.1)

= (8α+8o+88Ίogi)Λrf&,

(5.30.2) [aλy+λyίO- 1) σ-;9 log 6>] Λrfft = 0

y = 2,3, ».

It is natural to raise a question whether there is a function λ(£, 0) satisfying
the conditions (5.26.1), (5.26.2), (5.30.1) and (5.30.2) or not.

First we study the probelm of solving the system of equations (5.26.1)
and (5.30.1). We put A=5\! and then have

Proposition 5.2. The system of equations (5.26.1), (5.30.1) is locally solvable
under the conditions (5.26.3), (5.27).

Proof. (5.26.1) and (5.30.1) are changed into the following, respectively.

(5.31) QKΛdξl = -da,

(5.32) ΘΛΛrf&Λdf x = (8α+3α+S5 log b)Λdξl

Note that the system of equations (5.31) and (5.32) is the normal total differential
equation in Λ of variables f'eZ)'0 for each fixed ί^eDj. Since this system is
completely integrable on D'°χ C for each έ^eD?, there is a smooth solution Λ on
Z>'° which depends smoothly on ξ^Dl Q.E.D.

Proposition 5.3. Under the conditions (5.26.3), (5.27) and (5.29) the system
of equations (5.26.2) and (5.30.2) is locally solvable.

Proof. We can consider Λ; >0 on D(j=2, 3, •••) such that

(5.33) 5Λ,fβΛ<ίf! = {9 log &+(/-!) α} /\dξ,,

because (5.26.3) holds on D. Putting λ/— Λ exρ(—Λyt0), we have

(5.34) 5AΛέ/?! = 0.

On the other hand, substituting λ,y=Λ exp(—Λ; >0) into (5.30.2), we get

(5.35) 8A+A{-8Ayte+0'-l) a-j 9 log b} Mξ^dξ, = 0 .
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By (5.34) and (5.35), we obtain

(5.36)

+0-1) (95 log b+da+dά)} Λί&Λrff ! = 0 .

From (5.30), we have (5.27), which shows that the normal total differential
equation (with respect to f'eZ)'0) composed of equations (5.34) and (5.35) is
completely integrable on DxC, when we regard ί^eZ)? as parameter of this
equation. Q.E.D.

Thus we are able to choose \(ξ , v) given by

(5.37) \(ζ , v) = c, \,(ξ) z +Σf-2 Cj λ/£) *>

for any positive integer Nί^2, any c^R and Cj^C,j=2, •••, N.

EXAMPLE 1. Let/(#, w)=vΰa-\-(w2-\-W) b on C3, where

b = (1+ !*!+*! I") (Λ^

and log denotes the principal branch.
Then we have that αΛft—0, Qa=0 and 9ft=0. By (5.20) we

while 6ΛS>«?=0. If we consider Φ: £ι=#ι+#l, ζ2

==%2 on a small neighborhood
of the origin, we see Ό=vΰoΦ~\ξ) depends only on ξl and have

REMARK 5.1. If λ(5f, w) or λ^(^, w) (j=2, 3, •••) vanishes on G, the system

considered is Λ-linear, that is, the type of /(#, w)— wά-\-wb. Assume that λ, is
nonzero constant for a number y ̂ 2. Then, it follows from (5.26.2) and (5.30.2)
that 9 log b/\dξ1=0 and a/\dξ1—Q. Therefore we must have

96—0, αΛ6 = 0 on G.

Hence, from (5.19) we have bΛfiw= 0 and from (5.20) bΛdw=Q, from which
we obtain the conclusion that Eq (5.20) can be locally reduced to the equation
of one variable.

EXAMPLE 2. λ(stf) = cfo+cυf Σf-o — - —. - , a and b being the same
ones as in Example 1. Then '
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6. The existence theorem and local similarity principle

In this section we shall discuss the local existence of solutions to the system
of equations (5.19) defined on G. We will use the notations in the previous
section.

We are given the following system of equations on a domain GcC*

(6.1) 3w = wa+ {λ(#, w)+W}b ,

where α and b are smooth (l,0)-forms denfied on G, and where λ(#, vΰ) is a
smooth function GxC.

Since we handle with the problem of solving Eq (6.1) locally, we consider
a neighborhood C7° of #° such that
(i) ^φOonf/ 0 ,
(ii) there is a biholomorphic mapping Φ: U°-*Φ(U°)cC* such as (3.25) ((6.2.3)
below assures this property). Furthermore the assumptions on λ, α and b are
as follows:

(6.2.1) λ is an entire function in w for each #eG and λ(#, 0) = 0 everywhere
inG.

For every point in G the followings are valid.

(6.2.2) aαΛ6 = 0,

(6.2.3) b/\db = Q,

(6.2.4)

(6.2.5)
v ' b= -9α,

where b is a smooth function defined on [7° and depends on b (see the proof
below),

ί8λyΛ&+λy {(j'-l) «Λ6-y 96} = 0 ,
( ' ' } l8Xy

We are now in a position to state the local existence :

Theorem 6.1. Under the assumptions mentioned above, Eq (6.1) has a
smooth solution locally.

Proof. We fix Z7°. However we note that in this proof we restrict C7°
further if necessary. We have seen that Eq (6.1) is solvable on U° if and only
if the following system of equations is solvable on C7°:

(6.1) (= (5.19)), (5.20) and
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(6.3) b/\3w=— wa/\b.

Assumption (6.2.3) is equivalent to

(6.4) b/\db = 0, 6Λ56-0 on G,

Then (6.4) shows the C°°( t/°)-module generated by the system of vector fields
6Λ9 and 6Λ9 is a Lie algebra. Hence, by Theorem 2.1, we have the holo-
morphic change of variables on Z7°:

(6.4)- = *<*>•

Now, we consider the same polydisc D as in the proof of Lemma 4.1 ex-

cept that the center of D is on N.
Operating the change of variables Φ on (6.1), (5.20) and (6.3) (see also (3.22)

~(3.28)), we have (5.24) or (5.25.1)^(5.25.3), that is (for economy of writing we
shall omit the superscript " ' " similarly as in the previous section),

(6.5.1) Up = a

(6.5.2) 5ϋΛέ/lι

(6.5.3) QvΛdξi = v(a-Qlogb)Λdξl9

where log denotes a branch.
Assumptions (6.2.2), (6.2.4), (6.2.5), and (6.2.6) show that the normal total

system of equations (6.5.2), (6.5.3) is completely integrable on D'QxC with re-
spect to the variable ξ'^D'°, where f^eZ)? is regarded as parameter. Therefore
we can consider the solution v of this total system (with the initial condition:

v(ξι, ?/0)=ιΛ (?ι, £'°, vQ)€ΞDxC for each fixed ^eJD?) which depends smoothly
on ξ^Di. If we can choose v so that it fulfills furthermore Eq (6.5.1) for each
fixed ξ'^D'°, we complete the proof. Owing to (6.2.2), there exists a smooth
function A on D such that

(6.6)

for any fixed ^eZ)?. By the change of dependent variable

v = W exp A

we turn the system of equations (6.5.1), (6.5.2) and (6.5.3) into

(6.7.1) 3JV = (-M+^i) W+l λ(f , W exp A) exp (-A)

(6.7.2) WΛdξt = 0 ,
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(6.7.3) dWAdξ, = (-dA+a-d log b) WAdξ,.

Furthermore we can express the W in the following form

(6.8) W= Y e x p B ,

provided B satisfies in D

(6.9.1) QBΛdξi = (-QA+a-Q log b)Λdξι,

(6.9.2) 5£Λ<ί?ι = 0 .

Such a B exists. In fact, from assumptions (6.2.3) and the first part of (6.2.5),
we can derive

(8S+Efeι+081ogδ)ΛδΛ6 = 0 on U°.

From this, changing z into ξ under Φ, we have

(9δ+5α+951ogft)Λ</?ιΛί/?ι = 0 on D.

Thus we obtain from (6.7.1) and (6.8)

(6.10)

where a = ~

β = 5χ(£, y exp (A+B)) exp (-A-B),

γ = δ exp (J+β-^-S).

We note that

/3. = 5 Σ37βl λ,(£) exp {(j-1) (A+B)} Y*,

We consider the right-hand side of Eq (6.10). We define Δ, Δ':

Δ: = the coefficient of Y = —91(^4+β)+^1+δλ1,

Δy: = the coefficient of Y' = Sλy exp {(j—1) (^4+5)},;^2

We wish to prove that Δ, Δ' and γ depend only on ξλ. Operating the change
of variables Φ on (6.2.5) and (6.2.6), we have (5.30.1), (5.26.1), (5.30.2) and
(5.26.2) respectively. We see:

9yΔ = —ΰi dj+dj #1+ 1̂ 9y log δ+(9y 6) λr

Note that (5.31.1) is equivalent to

/ **Ί vl j j 1 ^j 1̂ σ >

(6 n) ι a _ H - , β ^ ! i 0 gi = = o,

Hence we obtain
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Similarly it is obtained

9"yΔ = -

However, from (6.6) and (6.9.2) we have ΰ} -4+9"y B=a}, 2^j^n. And we note
that (5.27.1) is equivalent to

(612)

Therefore we obtain 5/Δ=0, 2^j<ίn. Thus we see that Δ depends only on
(5.26.2) and (5.30.2) are, respectively, equivalent to

(6.13) 8, X,+ {(p-l) a +Qj log b}Zf = 0 ,

(6. 14) 9y λ,+ {(p- 1) aj-pd, log b} \f = 0 ,

And hence we have, by (6.2.4) and (6.14),

-!) («y-9, log i) λ,} exp {(/.-

+((p-ί) aj-p 9j log ft) λ }̂ exp {(p-l) (A+B)}

= 0.

In a similar way we obtain

5,Δ> = 0, 8y r = Sfy r = 0, 2^j^n;p = 2, 3, - .

Thus, y, defined by (6.8), depends only on ξl9 because B satisfies (6.9.1) and
(6.9.2) on Z)'° for each fixed ί^eZ)?. We keep in mind that the v satisfying
(6.5.2) and (6.5.3) on D'° for each fixed &SD? depends smoothly on ^eZ)?.

We shall now show the existence of Y satisfying Eq (6.10). Denoting by
K the right-hand side of Eq (6.10), we have the following integral equation
equivalent to Eq (6.10)

(6.15)

where r is holomorphic on Z)J, and dV the 2-dimensional volume element.
We consider the Banahah space C(5?) equipped with the maximum norm

|| . ||, denoted by C° for brevity and the operator T of C° into itself, defined by
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τz(ξ,) = —- f *(£> z(Φh
™ π Jz>o ζ-ξl

Let T be holomorphic in Z>? and continuous on D\. Then denoting c sup

{ I T&) I ξ ! e A} , we define A to be the family {Ze C° | \Z \ \ ̂  2c} . And further,
by ZL we denote the closed disc {η eC; |^ | <^2c} . The right-hand side of (6.10)

can be written of the form

where μ(ξ, Y)=aY+β. By assumption (6.2.1) there is a function μ defined in
Z5?χ5χ A which is smooth in all variables, holomorphic in (97^ ^2)eSχS for

each fixed ζ<=Dl and

Setting L=SUA {|^| -f- |γ| (f, 97^ 972)e5?χΔχS}, we have the Lipschitz con-

dition

C6.16) \κ(ξ, 772) — κ(ζ,-η^\^L\η2— ̂  | , for 17

Thus, from (6.16) we obtain, noting /c(f, 0)=0 everywhere in Z)?,

where 6 denotes the radius of

Therefore, we have

(6.17) ||ΓZ||^(1/2)||Z|| for

Now we wish to solve Eq (6.15) in D? with radius £<1/(4L). In this case

r is holomorphic in Z)J and continuous on D?. We consider the operator T

defined in A to be TZ=τ-\- TZ, and then in virtue of (6.17) the operator T maps

A into itself. Moreover, from (6.16) we obtain

(6.18) l lZ.-ZJI^l/ZJIIZ.-ZjII for Z^

which shows the operator T is contracting. By a well-known argument the
functions Z(/0 defining by iteration

converge in C° to a function FeA which satisfies (6.15) (see [6]). Q.E.D.

Taking any #°eΩ^G, we fix it and consider a suitable neighborhood C7°
of #°, on which the above Φ is considered. Assume Eq (6.1) satisfies the as-
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sumptions in Theorem 6.1.

Theorem 6.2. For every bounded holomorphic function v in h(U°) there is
a function w on U° which fulfills Eq (6.1) and is similar to v.

Proof. We use the same notation as in the proof of Theorem 6.1. And

let the center of polydisc D be the point Φ(#°). We define the function μQ(ζ, Y)

in DI X C as follows.

1

0 for z/ = 0, ^n°

Let us consider the following integral equation introduced by Vekua [21] for

JS-linear equation.

(6.19) *>o(lι)+- 0

 ffo° dV
π

_ ι

where /°(=A(a°)) is the center of D\.

We define the operator T of C° into itself to be

7Γ

J_f /Jo&
7Γ J0? f—

Let A denote the family {ZeC°; ||Z||^2} which is the same one as con-

sidered in the proof of Theorem 6.1 except that holomorphic function T is 1.

Then in the same way as we obtained the existence of unique solution in
Theorem 6.1, one can obtain the unique solution VQ on D? of Eq (6.19). We

may think of τ>0=t=0 on 5?, because v0(t)=l and one can restrict D\ further if

necessary. Now, Putting v=τv0, from (6.19) we can easily show v satisfies

Eq (6.10) on Z)?. Thus the function w(z), given by (voh) (#), is the desired
one. This completes the proof (see [21]). Q.E.D.

Consider a family SF of smooth functions on Ω. According to Bers [4]

we define Similarity Principle. We say that £F fulfills Similarity Principle on

the domain, if the following condition holds: for each σe£F there exists a

holomorphic function T on ίi such that σ is similar to r on Ω with respect to a

bounded Hϋlder continuous function p on Ω and bounded away from zero, and

vice versa.
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From Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 6.2 it follows that the local Similarity

Principle is valid for the family 3ί(ΩΪ) of all the solutions in Ω of Eq (6.1) with

the assumptions in Theorem 6.1. On the contrary the family of all Vekua

functions of one variable on a domain (in the complex plane) is subject to Sim-

ilarity Principle on the domain. It is an open question whether £F(Ω) obeys

this principle on an arbitrary domain in Cn.

Proposition 6.1. Under the same assumption as in Theorem 6.1, any uni-

formly bounded subfamily 2Γ/(Ω) of ί?(Ω) is compact in the topology of uniform

convergence on compact sets.

Proof. Take a point #°eΩ and fix it. We use again the same notation as

in the proof of Theorem 6.1. By the hypothesis on £?'(Ω), there is a constant

M>0 such that the inequality \w\^L holds for any w^3?'(&). Calling v=

woφ'^ξ) and Y=v exp ( — A — B\ we have \v\ <.M on D for any v such that

w\u*tΞ3\U») and \Y(ξl)\<Mt on Z>? (AT depends on λ, α, ft, M and Z)?).

Noting that we must replace the constant c (in the proof of Theorem 6.1) with

ΛΓ, it follows from (6.15) and (6.17) that \τ\ <2M' for any τ&A&' (A%> is the

family of those holomorphic functions in D\ which correspond to elements of

3"(t/°) under the formula (6.15) and Y=v)oφ-\ξ) &φ(A—B)). Therefore

any sequence {τk\ dA$' has a subsequence which converges uniformly on Z)J to

a holomorphic function TO. Without loss of generality we may consider the

subsequence to be the {τk} . On the other hand, we have

r*(fι) = τ,(&)+(7Ύ4) (fc) for each

From (6.16) we obtain \\TYt-TYp\\^(ll2)\\Yq-Yp\\ and then

Thus there is a continuous function F0 in D\ and

Therefore wk=vkoφ(z) converges to z00— v0°Φ(z) uniformly on C7°, where VQ—

YQ exp (A+B).

If {Up} (/>=!, 2, •••) is a sequence of open sets covering ίl such that, for

each py any sequence of elements of 3?'(Ω,) has a subsequence converging uni-

formly on Up, it follows by the well-known diagonal method that any sequence

{z09}, α^eίF^Ω), has a subsequence {vΰqσ} converging uniformly on Up for each

p. It is clear this subsequence converges uniformly on compact subsets of Ω.

Q.E.D.
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